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Professor Davis has demonstrated the general development of a landscape from the original surface, through youth, maturity and old age, to the peneplain. That is a very comprehensive scheme, into which many special cases may be fitted. Depending upon the kind of rocks, this course of development will occupy a longer or shorter time. Therefore, in a landscape some parts may be old, some others may be young, as I have said before. I took granite and shales as an example. The differences between the forms of these two kinds of rocks are indeed essentially quantitative. A young landscape of shales may resemble closely a young landscape of granite, if we disregard the smallest forms, the ""Wollsack" forms of the granite and such details, and regard as important only the shapes of the valleys and mountains. An old granitic landscape eroded perhaps during 1,000,000 years surely is very like an old landscape composed of shales, eroded perhaps 100,000 years. Now comes a difficulty to which Professor Davis, in my opinion, has not yet paid sufficient attention, at least in those of his works already published: Bocks differ not only in a quantitative, but also in a qualitative way. Not all kinds of rocks are subject to the development of the same series of land forms. Q-enerally steep slopes are taken as a sign of youth. But that is not always the case I need only remind you of the sandstone landscape near Camp Douglas, Wisconsin. It was a very old landscape, nearly a peneplain, but it had some remnants with very steep slopes. Perhaps the remnants still showed parts of the surface of the former cycle. In Deutsch-land haben wir in einem Sandstein von fast genau derselben Be-schaffenheit eine Landschaft, deren Formen in geradezu verbluffen-der "Weise damit ubereinstimmen, die Sachsische Schweiz. Nur dadurch, dass die Peneplain der Sachsischen Schweiz in einem neuen Zyklus wieder jugendlich bis friihreif zerschnitten ist, ent-steht hier ein ganz anderes Landschaftsbild. Die "remnants" wer-den hier "Steine" genannt, die grossen Stiicke der Peneplain zwischen den neuen Talern heissen Ebenheiten. In these sandstones nearly vertical slopes occur, even if the land is nearly peneplained. The series of forms following one another during a cycle differ from the ordinary.
Bei der gewohnlichen Abtragung werden die Berge zwischen den Talern, nachdem diese das Reifestadium erreicht haben, im wesent-lichen nur dadurch zerstort, dass die Bb'schungen sieh mehr und

